Dynamo
Aboveground Pumps
®

by Sta-Rite®

Quiet, efficient and super-reliable performance
Dynamo pumps are an example of excellence in hydraulic
engineering for that elusive combination of high efficiency and
longevity. The result is the ability to minimize friction and
turbulence as water moves through the pump. Other pumps
simply work harder, consume more energy and make more
noise. By contrast, Dynamo pumps are so efficient they
typically require lower horsepower motors to deliver required
flow—this slashes energy costs. Superior efficiency also
translates directly into quieter operation. Put a Dynamo to
work on your pool for maximum performance and value over
the long term.

• Innovative diffuser and impeller provide excellent pressure

performance across a wide range of desired flow rates—the
hydraulic efficiency that keeps operating costs at a minimum.

• Self-priming design protects internal components and
ensures long life.

• Components are constructed from fiberglass-reinforced

material for superior strength, durability and resistance to
aging and the elements.

• Various horsepower ratings available to precisely match up
with your pool’s circulation needs.

Dynamo Aboveground Pumps
®

Transparent lid with large, comfortable
handle permits easy strainer basket
inspection and cleaning
Large strainer basket extends
time between cleanings
Easy access drain plugs for quick
service and winterizing

Delivers big performance in a compact size

requirements—single-speed with cord and on/off switch;
single-speed with cord, base and on/off switch; single- or
two-speed without cord.

• Every Dynamo pump is performance and pressure tested
prior to shipment to ensure superior quality.
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You can depend on Dynamo aboveground pumps year after
year because they are designed to perform and built to last.
These pumps feature durable components of fiberglassreinforced thermoplastic to resist corrosion and fatigue for
extended service life.
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Available from:

www.staritepool.com
Phone: 800-831-7133

pumps / filters / heaters / heat pumps / automation / lighting / cleaners / sanitizers / water features / maintenance products
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